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The physics of dielectric glasses at low temperature is interesting, in that some universal 
behaviour appears to be independent of the composition of the materials. For example, the heat 
capacity  Cp(T) displays the characteristic behaviour, below T~1 K:  
 
                                                       Cp(T)=γ2LST1.2+γphonT3,                                                              (1) 
 
where the (quasi-)linear behaviour is ascribed to the presence of two-level tunnelling systems (2LS) 
weakly distributed in the amorphous silicate network and the cubic term is due to virtual-crystal 
long-wavelength phonons as in the perfect crystal [1].  
More importantly, the physics of low-temperature silicate glasses is useful, in that temperature 
sensors can be made out of thick-films fabricated by the sol-gel technique [2] and exploiting the 
characteristic and universal logarithmic temperature dependence of the dielectric constant  
 
                                                       ε(T)= ε(T0)±A± log (T/T0),                                       (2) 
 
where T0(ω) is a characteristic frequency-dependent temperature [3]. Experimentally, the electric 
capacitance thus decreases logarithmically for T< T0 and increases again for T> T0 . The above 
behaviour is explained only qualitatively by the 2LS approach, in which charged tunnelling 
particles are assumed to move in a one-dimensional (1D) asymmetric double-well potential and 
where at low temperatures, effectively, only the two lowest-lying states are assumed to contribute. 

The sub-Kelvin operating temperatures make the above thermometric property rather useful 
for studies of low-temperature physics in the presence of external magnetic fields (e.g. quantum 
Hall Effect physics or nanostructure physics), except that in some glasses a very unusual and 
remarkably enhanced (or depressed) dependence in both Cp(T) both ε(T) and has been observed 
recently [4]. The response of a structural dielectric glass to weak magnetic fields (where the 
enhancement is largest, with a maximum for B~0.01 T) is a very puzzling and potentially useful 
phenomenon, because the glass is devoid of itinerant charges or (almost) devoid of magnetic 
impurities. A theory for the explanation of this puzzling phenomenon is presented here, with some 
preliminary results for ε(T,B) and a full theory for Cp (T,B).  

Some earlier theoretical explanations for the effect of the magnetic field have been 
presented, but lead to no comprehensive explanation. The earliest proposal was for a novel 
quantum-coherent state of interacting 3D tunnelling systems coupled to the magnetic field via the 
Aharonov-Bohm (AB) effect [5]; however, this theory was shown to be flawed by the fact that the 
coherence is destroyed by disorder [6]. More recently, the theory effort is focusing on the coupling 
of the magnetic field to the tunnelling particles’ double-well potential via the intermediary of the 
nuclear dipolar magnetic moments coupled in turn to the nuclear electric quadrupole moments 
(sensitive to the electric field gradients) [7]. This theoretical approach explains qualitatively the 
magnetic-field’s polarization echo effects in these glasses [8], but implies no B-effect on ε(T,B) at 
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all [9]. Neither of the main theoretical proposals addresses the B-effect on Cp (T,B), which are also 
significant [10,11] and cannot be ascribed solely to the trace paramagnetic impurities (Fe).  

Our theory takes the first steps from the unusual Cp (T,B) data for the multi-component 
silicate glasses a-AlO3-BaO-SiO2 and the a-borosilicate ‘Duran’ [10], data that complete the early 
study on the a-borosilicate Pyrex [11]. It appears that at B=0 already Eq. (1) is severely violated for 
these glasses and that for small B (~0.1 T) a maximum deviation of about 10% from the B=0 curve 
is attained, the law (1) to be recovered gradually as the field is increased to B~3 to 8 T (depending 
on the material). Paramagnetic impurities cannot explain this behaviour, so one must envisage a 
new type of 3D tunnelling systems in these glasses, coexisting with the standard 2LS.  This comes 
from the fact that multi-component glasses have both network-forming (NF) and network-
modifying (NM) species (NM atoms hiding around in pockets of the amorphous NF matrix) [12] 
and thus a simple 2LS description (albeit generalised to 3D [5]) does no longer apply to these 
materials. The standard 2LS tunnelling model makes use of a reduced pseudo-spin-1/2 Hamiltonian, 
 
                                                              H2LS=-½Δ0σx - ½Δσz,                                        (3) 
 
with σx,z  Pauli matrices, where Δ is roughly the two well’s energy asymmetry and  Δ0 the barrier 
transparency (or tunnelling parameter), and of a probability distribution of these parameters of the 
form (independent of Δ) 
 
                                                              P(Δ0, Δ)=P0/Δ0,                                        (4) 
   
with P0 a material-dependent constant. This can still be used to model the NF tunnelling atoms, 
whilst for the NM tunnelling species present in the multi-component glasses we can adopt, e.g., a  
reduced pseudo-spin-1 Hamiltonian, sensitive now to the magnetic field too via AB-coupling and 
defined by the matrix: [13] 
 

   E1   D0eiφ/3 D0e-iφ/3  
     H3LS= D0e-iφ/3  E2  D0eiφ/3                            (5) 
      D0eiφ/3    D0e-iφ/3 E3 
 
Here D0 ~ aħΩ e-bħΩ/V

0 (for a soft tunnelling potential; a, b are constants, Ω a single-well frequency 
and V0 the barrier height) is large and positive, φ=2πΦ(B)/Φ0 is the AB-phase associated to a flux  
Φ(B) threading the triangular region joining the three potential wells’ minima. This Hamiltonian 
takes the NM atomic species’ ‘soft dynamics’ into account, when V0≈ħΩ. One more, and very 
important ingredient of the present theory is a modification of the probability distribution for the 
parameters D0 (3D barrier transparency) and E1, E2, E3 (the wells’ anisotropies): 
 
                                      P(D0, E1, E2, E3)=P*δ(E1+E2+E3)/[D0(E1

2+E2
2+E3

2)],    (6) 
 
with  P* a material constant for the NM-species. The above distribution, favouring the small 
anisotropies tunnelling systems, gets justified on the basis of the fact that nano-crystals are 
ubiquitous in glassy thick films prepared with the sol-gel technique [2]. These nano-crystals act as 
nucleation centres for the NM-species’ aggregation. With the further material constants: NF-cutoffs 
Δ0min , Δ0max; NM-cutoffs D0min, D0max, Dmin  (where D=(E1

2+E2
2+E3

2)½), the concentrations x2LS, x3LS 
of the NF- and NM-species, and with the average product S▲Q between the flux-threaded surface 
S▲ and the charge Q of the tunnelling system’s , a systematic fit of the experimental data can be 
attempted, always assuming the tunnelling entities to be independent. 
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The results, published in [13] for the fit of the Cp (T,B) data of [10] for a-AlO3-BaO-SiO2  
and ‘Duran’ and of [11] for ‘Pyrex’, give a very good agreement between theory and experiments in 
the 100 mK < T < 3  K range,  when trace  Fe  paramagnetic  impurities  are also accounted for. The 
material parameters extracted are consistent with the assumption of the above phenomenological 
theory. The same parameters have been used to fit the ε(T,B) data of [4] for a-AlO3-BaO-SiO2  and 
the agreement between theory and experiments will be presented in this talk. Since the amplitude of 
the electric field plays also a role, the material parameters turn out to be slightly voltage-dependent. 
However, the peak in the dielectric constant enhancement is correctly described by this theory 
around B≈0.02 T, whilst the enhancement turns into a depression of  Δε=ε(T,B)-ε(T,0) for B>0.05 
T, Δε becoming actually negative . This last effect has also been observed in unpublished work by 
the Heidelberg group [14] and observed and published in another multi-component silicate glass by 
the Saclay group [15]. 

In summary, the present phenomenological theory explains both the heat-capacity and 
dielectric-constant anomalous and non-monotonic response to weak magnetic fields. The origin of 
these effects is the presence of both NF- and NM-species in the glasses’ structures, as well as that of 
nano-crystals trapped in the glassy matrix and nucleated by the NM-atoms. 
Useful low-temperature devices (e.g. for cryogenic particle-physics bolometry) could be made from 
these glassy materials, both in terms of low temperature and of weak field changes detection. 
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